
T W I Z Z L E

Love of our livesLove of our lives

Create a yacht like no other. Thus came the simple wish from

a couple well-versed in the world of boating. With a commit-

ment that matched their expertise, both husband and wife

were involved with design and production, from start to

finish. The result? An elegant, modern — yet classic — profile

with an exquisite ‘home-by-the-sea’ interior. Perhaps the 

most sophisticated and high-tech yacht to travel the world’s

oceans. Certainly, a yacht like no other.
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LUXURY. SECURITY. ADVENTURE “We wanted 

a boat that could take us around the world in

complete comfort and safety,” says the owner.

“While the engineering had to be perfect, 

the boat had to look stunning, too.” 

The couple had previously built three boats 

in Italy, but Twizzle was their first Dutch

project. “We looked at other options but 

frankly, there was no competition.”
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We built a Feadship to travel 
around the world and see amazing things. 

T H E O W N E R S O F T W I Z Z L E
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SIX-STAR HOME “The interior style very 

much resembles our home. We didn’t want 

a floating palace,” says the owner. “Our aim

was to create a refined environment that

could serve as a holiday house anywhere 

in the world. I think we achieved this goal.”

Still, even though the Twizzle was not initially

intended for commercial use, the catering

facilities are superb. Up to ten guests travel

in luxury, while 14 crew members have their

own well-planned quarters. 
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FIRST THE LOOK With a conventional blue-

print, the interior is designed around the

joinery. The Twizzle, of course, is anything

but conventional. With a crystal clear idea of

the look they wanted to achieve, the owners

developed the decorative brief first, then 

the joinery was planned to accommodate 

that arrangement. Each and every fitting 

— whether for a special lamp or a distinctive

piece of furniture — was considered to create

the Twizzle’s unique character.
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ENDURING. ENDEARING. COMFORTABLY MODERN The Twizzle’s

interior typifies the 21st Century Feadship philosophy. With a style

that’s come to be expected at the most fashionable London addres-

ses, but still unusual on the sea, the owners have created a resolutely

contemporary, yet surprisingly warm and rich, interior. From quaint

lamps from Parisian antiquaries to smart American design objects,

each component reflects and strengthens the mood of life aboard 

the Twizzle. 
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meticulously planned. A special testing program analyzed the effect of different

varnishes on the vessel’s rich walnut paneling, as well as the effect of sunlight 

on the wood. Then, the designers played with different orientations for the 

walnut grain, to add variety and surprise. The fusion of the warmth of the walnut,

carefully balanced with teak, sensual cream fabrics and precious marbles throug-

hout the cabins, recreates the sense of a timeless, yet modern, beach house. 
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NEXT GENERATION TECHNOLOGY State-of-

the-art was just the starting point for the

technical systems aboard the Twizzle. At first

glance, the streamlined wheelhouse seems 

to hold only seven touch-operated control

screens, two electronic chart tables and a

central console for steering and autopilot. 

But the minimalist-look control center for 

the vessel holds the maximum in technology. 

ACCESSIBLE, NOT VISIBLE All non-essential

details, dials and controls are cleverly concealed

in cabinets aft of the bridge or under stylish

leather cabinets. Next generation monitoring

and control systems are integrated into the

design. Here again, the owners’ hands-on

approach to the look, feel and quality of the

technology onboard the Twizzle is apparent 

in every angle of the layout. 
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